DIGITAL INTELLIGENCE SOLUTIONS GUIDE
Eliminating global security threats and successfully completing missions has become increasingly dependent on digital data. Terrorists, militia groups and transnational criminal organizations and networks, have expanded their arsenal to encompass advanced technologies that amplify the threat.

Smartphones, computers, drones and social media platforms facilitate connections, communications and the planning of operations, enabling those that threaten national security to expand their battlefield operations.

Defense and Intelligence organizations need a workflow that can provide up-to-the-minute intelligence to make quick and safe decisions.

Teams must be able to collaborate on digital intelligence (DI) in real time, regardless of geographical location and make decisions under rapidly changing mission conditions.

The Cellebrite Digital Intelligence Platform enables defense and intelligence agencies to access, manage and analyze digital data, yielding actionable intelligence to move operations forward.
Cellebrite’s Tactical Solutions empower tactical field units to acquire digital data anytime, anywhere.

**The Challenge**
Acquire digital data and capture critical intelligence in real time.

- Collect and share digital intel without trace
- Decrypt messaging apps
- Share encrypted intel directly from the field
- Retain data integrity with encrypted transfers to HQ

**The Solution**
Cellebrite’s Tactical Solutions empower tactical field units to acquire digital data anytime, anywhere.

**CELLEBRITE**

**TACTICAL SOLUTIONS**

Smartphones, GPS, drones and computers house a wealth of information that contain valuable game-changing insights. Having that information available when needed can be the difference between the success or failure of a mission.

Field units need proven solutions to help them reap and exploit digital data, in any environment, and securely transfer the content to a centralized hub for further review.
To correlate data across multiple sources and eliminate the risk of overlooking key intelligence, analysts require automated solutions that utilize AI to quickly sort through the mountains of digital data. Teams can perform complex analysis of digital data and collaborate in real time to discover hidden evidence in text messages, images, and videos. Critical intelligence such as connections, group hierarchies, and communication patterns can easily be shared across departments and agencies to advance the mission.

The Challenge

Quickly connect disparate digital evidence sources to provide actionable intelligence.

- There is too much data to review manually
- It’s almost impossible to analyze multiple disparate evidence sources
- Team members need to easily share findings to collaborate on solutions

The Solution

Cellebrite’s Intelligence Solutions are the most comprehensive suite of products that utilize industry-first AI capabilities to correlate data across multiple sources and eliminate the risk of overlooking key intelligence.

Cellebrite Pathfinder

Find the path to insight through the mountains of data.

Cellebrite UFED Cloud

Unlock cloud-based evidence to solve the case sooner.

Cellebrite Blacklight

Smart, comprehensive analysis of employees’ computer systems for locally held documents, communication history, and browser activity.
Cellebrite helps defense and intelligence agencies to maintain compliance through the use of an integrated DI core. By linking applications with existing infrastructure, Cellebrite’s Compliance Solutions can help agencies ensure that the right people have access to the right data at the right time, and that the latest software updates are deployed across all dispersed units.

**The Challenge**

Securely manage, control, and monitor your standard operating procedures (SOPs) and data flows from field to HQ.

- Setting SOPs across the organization
- Easily sharing insights in real-time with other team members at HQ
- Increase operational efficiency with current resources

**The Solution**

With Cellebrite’s Management and Compliance Solutions you can better manage your fleet of deployed devices. Unit leaders can set SOPs and distribute common watchlists and blacklists, sharing knowledge on the fly yet forcing the internal ‘rules of engagement’ regarding how digital evidence should flow across the organization.

**Cellebrite Commander**

Commanding the authority of tools & processes.

**Cellebrite Guardian**

Safeguarding the chain of digital evidence.
Located in 10 labs around the world, the Cellebrite Advanced Services (CAS) team of experts partner with you to help solve the most complex, operational, technical and procedural forensic challenges.

Using cutting-edge, forensically sound methods taken directly from the Cellebrite Security Research Labs, our team of experts can overcome the toughest encryption mechanisms.

Cellebrite Advanced Services

Become an expert at operating digital intelligence field solutions to effectively perform required tasks.

Cellebrite Training

Cellebrite offers live instructor, live online, and online on-demand training led by the leading experts in digital intelligence whose years of field experience make learning easy and fast.
Cellebrite supports defense/intelligence services around the world with unmatched technical expertise and innovative solutions to achieve their missions. Our digital technologies are unrivaled in quality and performance, and backed by service and training that is second to none.

We are committed to providing the best products, services, and expertise to the defense/intelligence agencies we serve. And we look forward to serving you.

Your Partner In The Mission

Cellebrite is never far away. Our Advanced Services team is always ready to assist on your most challenging investigations.

We Are Where You Are
Cellebrite is the global leader of Digital Intelligence solutions for the law enforcement, government and enterprise organizations. Cellebrite delivers an extensive suite of innovative software solutions, analytic tools, and training designed to accelerate digital investigations and address the growing complexity of handling crime and security challenges in the digital era. Trusted by thousands of leading agencies and companies in more than 150 countries, Cellebrite is helping fulfill the joint mission of creating a safer world.

To learn more, visit www.cellebrite.com